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could exist—between our people and theirs*    The Shanghai
Chinese often behave, no doubt, in a manner that would not be
permitted in Peking just as Europeans and Americans behave
in Shanghai and elsewhere in a way that New York and London
would not approve or sanction.   I am told however that there has
lately been a decided improvement in this respect and one can
only trust that this is so.   There is said to be to-day a considerable
body of Western opinion which recognizes China's endeavour
to raise the country to a higher level and which is prepared to
facilitate the process, and in this there lies hope for the future.
But it is doubtful if this laudable effort is sufficient to counteract
the  continual  attitude  of arrogance  of the  majority of the
foreigners of the great treaty port,  more especially it would
appear, amongst the womenkind and the younger men.    As
long as this attitude exists—and it exists unfortunately even
amongst the schoolboys at the principal English school—there
is no reason to doubt that when the Chinese obtain the juris-
diction that they claim, and intend to acquire, they will seek to
pay back some of the treatment they have received.    It is only
natural that such should be the case.    What they principally
resent, be they scholar or merchant, official or coolie—rich or
poor—is the air of racial superiority that permeates the attitude
of so many quite uninteresting, unimportant and unmannerly
individuals who rise, in Shanghai, to a certain social surface,
or hover about its bars and night-clubs.
The country passed through as the train proceeded northward
toward Manchuria was green and fresh. Already good rains
had fallen and on every side the fields were gay with rising crops.
Everywhere dark-clothed peasants were at work, toiling in-
defatigably as their ancestors have toiled for generations and for
centuries. It is difficult when travelling in China through
thickly populated and apparently contented agricultural districts
to realize the other side of the picture, when the " Four Horse-
men " are let loose and disease, famine, war and death devastate
the land. A few old walled towns are passed with strange towers
dominating their gateways and the Great Wall is traversed where
it dips from the hills to the seashore.
My visit to Mukden was a short one. The old city lies within
brick walls, at some places over thirty feet in height, with access
through eight gateways, each crowned by its fantastic watch-
tower. The modern foreign quarter and the Japanese Concession
lie outside* Both have been well planned and constructed and

